Most nights, I didn’t
sleep right.

I had these dreams
About a fire.

Only they didn’t feel
like dreams.

Haunting me
everywhere
I looked.

Like memories of
some distant past
event I was starting
to forget.

I couldn’t shake
his face, though.

Foggy memories.

That face -

Haunting me everywhere
I looked.

it was barely even
the face of a man
to me anymore.

Jesus.
Pull yourself
together,
Casey.

That monstrous
face.
THAT
monstrous
FACE.

More like a
monster from
a story book.

I’d lost sleep
because of the
‘dreams’ before.

But not like This.
Something needed
to change.
This time, I
decided...

I needed help.

Psychiatry always seemed
like kind of a joke to me,
but desperate times...

I keep
having these
dreams about
a fire...

You seem to
be repressing
memories of
childhood
bullying.

I'd like
to prescribe
Fluoxetine.

There are
people all around
me, caught in
the fire...

You're
clearly repressing
memories of sexual
abuse. I'm going to give
you a Sertraline
prescription.

Perhaps
there are repressed
memories of fatherly
abuse.

I think a
Citalopram
prescription
would help.

You may be
repressing...
Most nights,
I don’t sleep
right.

Hmm.

Just
take some
Paroxetine.

The truth
is, Casey Can I call
you casey?
I don’t
know the
cause of these
dreams.

But I
think there
are powerful
non-medicinal
ways of
exploring it.

Really?

You’re not
just going
to push some
drug you own
shares in?

Then, you
and I explore
the imagery
together.

Casey, I want
to get to the bottom
of this as much
as you do.
There is
a new exploratory
treatment available
called Hypno-Tech
Analysis.

Basically, our
machine turns your
brain’s signals into
code, which a technician
reads and converts
to an image.

if it helps
you to think of
it like that,
The important
sure.
thing is that
it works.

So...
it’s automated
hypnosis?

I need
some time.
I’ve got
to think about
all this.

And it’s
safe.

We’ve done
this process
dozens of
times.

Of course,
Casey.
Call me
when you’re
ready.

it’s not that I
thought hypnosis was
a bad suggestion...

Just that in that state
of mind, I could think
of a better one.

Most people
drink to remember.
Or to forget.

But I couldn’t
shake These images
in my head.

Zombie.

I was just drinking
to sleep.

I used to only see
them in my dreams...

leave me
alone!
But...

I just couldn’t
escape him anymore.

I know: I was
in denial.

I knew then, too.

Then, I
didn’t care.

The only
difference is...

Then, I just
wanted to sleep.

Ugh.

But I couldn’t.

Where’s the
damn aspirin?

What the f--

Wh- what?

I couldn’t even
remember owning
a gun.

But for some reason,
keeping itjust seemed
like the thing to do.

First the dreams,
then the gun.

I needed answers, and
I wasn't even sure I
knew the questions yet.

Casey Manning?
Doctor Crawford
will see you now.

I couldn’t ignore
it anymore.

I knew
you'd be back,
Casey.
Doctor Crawford?
I've ...
Had some time
to think...

I'll only
do this under
one condition:
I need you
to assist on the
procedure.

Hand-pick
the technician
yourself.

I even
took the liberty
of starting the
paperwork.

Of course,
Casey, I'll put my
best and brightest
on it.

We can
have the procedure
done tomorrow if we
get creative with
these forms...

The next day, it
was happening.
Just like that.

Just take
a seat over
here.

We're ready
when you
are.

if this
thing kills me, I
swear to god
I'll sue.

Just relax
and let the machine
do its thing.

Well that
didn't sound
ominous
at all...

Please stop
moving.

it'll be fine,
as long as you
don't resist.

You're
not the one
strapped
into a metal
deathtrap.

Ray of
sunshine, this
one.

... is this
gonna hurt?

